Priority Issues

Group 1
Priority 1

**Capacity strengthening** to reinforce the capacities - especially institutional capacities - of LNAs, decided by themselves. Not focusing on trainings only - can be inspired by OFDA practice in DRR
Priority 2

Coordination mechanism: critical for two different purposes 1/ give a voice to LNNGOs and let them lead their own coordination platform 2/provide a platform for all local actors (LNNGOs, local and national authorities, civil protection) to be able to share responsibilities among themselves
Priority 3

**Funding:** different points to further localization
1/flexible and unrestricted funding for LNAs allowing them to build capacity and engage in accountability
2/include a localization clause in all aspects of a funding proposal
3/evaluate pooled funds and DREF with a localization lens
4/LNNGOs to be included in the conversations with donors
Priority 4

**True partnerships:** at all levels - 1/ based on equity, mutual respect, transparency, long term, two-way street accountability. 2/Formal agreement should have a clause of localization in the different relevant aspects
Priority 5

Gender mainstreaming
Priority 6

**Common understanding**: developing tools to allow the conversation and common understanding of “Localization in practice”